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HIGHLIGHTS
New understanding on electrical
transients of solar cells is
presented
New methodology for electrical
transient analysis is established
Charge dynamics properties and
charge loss of solar cells are
quantified

Junction solar cells are the largest members of the photovoltaic society. Herein, a
new analysis methodology of electrical transients has been presented to
quantitatively extract charge dynamics properties and charge loss mechanisms of
these devices. This methodology has been successfully applied to study
conventional silicon and emerging Cu2ZnSn(S, Se)4 and perovskite solar cells and
is able to extend to other photovoltaic device systems, thus exhibiting important
implications for the characterization investigations of energy conversion devices.
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SUMMARY

Context & Scale

Electrical transients enabled by an optical excitation and an electric detection
provide a distinctive opportunity to study charge transport, recombination, and
even photoelectric hysteresis of a solar cell in a wide time window ranging from
nanoseconds to seconds. However, controversies on how to exploit these investigations to unravel the charge loss mechanism of the cell have been ongoing. Herein, a new methodology of quantifying the charge loss within the bulk absorber or at
the interfaces and the defect properties of solar cells has been proposed. This
methodology has been successfully applied in the study of commercialized silicon
and emerging Cu2ZnSn(S, Se)4 and perovskite solar cells herein and should also be
applicable to other similar photovoltaic device systems. Overall, this work provides an alluring route for a comprehensive investigation of dynamic physics processes and charge loss mechanism of solar cells and possesses potential applications for other optoelectronic devices.

Functionalization of a
semiconductor device, such as
photovoltaic and integrated
circuits, is mainly enabled by
optical-electrical or electricalelectrical interconversions. The
energy conversion of a
semiconductor solar cell is
realized only after experiencing a
variety of charge processes.
Understanding, probing, and
manipulating these processes
form the foundation for material
and device performance
improvements. Electrical
transients comprised of optical
excitations, and electric
detections provide opportunities
to probe charge transport,
recombination, and even
photoelectric hysteresis of the cell
in wide time windows. Herein, a
new analysis methodology of
electrical transients has been
established to quantitatively
extract charge dynamics
properties and charge loss of
junction solar cells. This
methodology helps better
understand the device physics of
emerging solar cells and brings an
alluring approach for the
characterization and investigation
of solar cells.

INTRODUCTION
Functionalization of a semiconductor device, such as a photovoltaic, integrated
circuit etc., is mainly enabled by optical-electrical or electrical-electrical interconversions, which is intrinsically dominated by internal charge-carrier processes.1–4
Recently, hybrid lead halide perovskite, which exhibits outstanding optical-electrical
conversion abilities, has been identified to possess abundant charge-carrier characteristics, such as slow hot carrier cooling,5–8 long polarization memory,9–11 and fast
ion migrations.12–15 These novel photophysical behaviors significantly enrich the
semiconductor family and have spawned a new discipline, that is, perovskite optoelectronics. Probing and manipulating these processes provide an effective route
for improving the material performance and extending the perovskite application.
For the perovskite solar cell, steady-state energy conversion is realized only after
experiencing a variety of processes including charge generation, charge transfer
and transport within the bulk absorber and the charge transporting layers (CTLs),
charge recombination at the bulk and interface, and even photoelectric hysteresis.16
A series of optical and electrical transient methods have been exploited to probe
these dynamic processes in a wide time span ranging from sub-picoseconds to
even hours to shed light on the working and charge loss mechanisms of this
emerging material and cell.17–37 Compared to the advanced ultrafast optics measurements,17–29 perturbation electrical transients (e.g., transient photocurrent
[TPC] and photovoltage [TPV])30–37 enabled by an optical excitation and an electric
detection provide an opportunity to study charge transport, recombination, and
even the hysteresis in a much wider time window. This technique has been widely
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applied for silicon,38,39 sensitized,40,41 quantum dot,42 organic,43 and recently the
perovskite solar cells.30–35
A generic physics model and quantitative analysis method centered on the charge
occupation of subgap tail states has been extended from sensitized solar cells to
current perovskite solar cells.31,32,44–46 Within this model, the distribution of tail
states has been interpreted as a common origin for the difference in the device
performance and especially the open-circuit voltage, no matter the device structure
and working mechanism. This raises several fundamental questions, which are (1)
do all the cells follow the same electrical transient processes or charge loss mechanism? (2) Can the electrical transients be used to reflect the distribution of tail
states or subgap states? (3) What does the electrical transient measurement really
tell us?
Controversies on electrical transient behaviors of solar cells have always been
ongoing. For instance, Marlow et al. doubted whether the charge transport in
dye-sensitized solar cells had been really understood, according to their voltagedependent photocurrent measurement.47 Recently, Tvingstedt et al. also proposed
a new understanding on the charge lifetime that derived from the electrical
transients of a variety of thin film photovoltaic devices.30 For the perovskite solar
cell, whether the measured tail states arise from the bulk perovskite or from the
charge transporting layer is also under controversy.48–50 Therefore, understanding
the device physics truth from the electrical transients and exploiting these
approaches to unravel the charge loss mechanism of solar cells, especially of
the emerging perovskite solar cell, should be an important research topic for the
photovoltaic field.
In this work, we propose a new analysis methodology to quantitatively extract
charge dynamics properties and charge loss mechanism of photovoltaic devices
(such as charge extraction and collection quantum efficiency and the density of
defects within the absorber) from the electrical transients. This methodology has
been successfully applied to study conventional silicon and emerging Kesterite
and perovskite solar cells herein and is able to extend to other similar photovoltaic
device systems. Therefore, this work provides an alluring route for a comprehensive
investigation of dynamic physics processes and charge loss mechanism of solar cells
and possesses potential applications for other optoelectronic devices.
For clarity, in this paper we will first focus on the differential capacitance of devices
and discuss the validity of conventional tail-state framework. Then, the carrier
dynamics and charge loss mechanism behind electrical transients will be further
studied based on theoretical calculations. Finally, we will propose a new analysis
methodology and self-consistent physics model to quantify charge loss and defect
density by electrical transients, which is proved to be applicable for a series of junction solar cells. Notably, all the discussions in this work are limited within the perturbation electrical transient analysis, which may be different from other methods that
significantly deviate from the quasi steady state.

RESULTS
Figure 1A gives a schematic diagram of general charge-carrier processes within a
perovskite solar cell where the perovskite absorber (PVSK) is sandwiched by electron (ETL) and hole transporting layers (HTL). Sn: In2O3 (ITO) and Au are used as
the front and back electrodes to collect electrons and holes from the ETL and
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Figure 1. General Charge-Carrier Processes within a Perovskite Solar Cell
(A and B) Carrier dynamics processes (A) and the corresponding time scale of the cell (B). Different
transient technologies including transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS), 17,18 terahertz pumpprobe technology (THz), 19–21 time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), 22–26 microwave photoconduction (TRMC), 27–29 and TPC-TPV measurements 30–37 have been used to probe these carrier
dynamic processes.

HTL, respectively. To produce electricity, the photon-generated charges need to
experience transportation in the PVSK, extraction at the ETL and HTL-perovskite interfaces, and collection at the electrode interfaces. Due to the bulk and interface
defects, charge loss is usually unavoidable. The cell performance is ultimately
determined by the dynamic competition between charge transport-extractioncollection and charge loss due to recombination. As shown in Figure 1A, these processes occur in a wide time span ranging from nanosecond to millisecond, which is
exactly within the detection window of electrical transients.17–37 Therefore, electrical transient is expected to be a powerful approach to reveal charge loss mechanisms of a solar cell.
Tail-State Framework–Differential Capacitance
Conventionally, the charge loss mechanism of a solar cell derived from the TPC-TPV
analysis is explored within the framework of tail state distribution.31,32 For this framework, the variation in the device performance and especially in the open-circuit
voltage (VOC) is mainly attributed to the tail (or subgap) state distribution, which is
usually reflected by the stored charge (Q (VOC)) at the open-circuit condition. The
Q (VOC) is obtained by integrating the differential capacitance (CDC) of the cell,
and the CDC is determined by the TPC-TPV method, that is:
CDC (VOC) = DQ (VOC)/DV (VOC) z DQ (IOC)/DV (VOC),

(Equation 1)

where DV is the TPV peak at different VOC, DQ is the perturbation charge integrated from
the TPC decay at different light illumination intensity (IOC) corresponding to the VOC.
Generally, DV is measured in the open-circuit (OC) condition while DQ is measured
in the short-circuit (SC) condition. An assumption has been made to make Equation 1
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Figure 2. Current-Voltage (I-V) and Charge Recombination Properties of the Studied Cells
(A) Representative I-V curves of the SnO2 -based perovskite solar cell without or with experiencing
time aging.
(B) EQE spectra of the cells.
(C and D) Light intensity-dependent (C) short-circuit current (I SC ) and (D) open-circuit voltage (V OC ).

applicable, that is, the difference of DQ (IOC) to the DQ (VOC) can be ignored. Based
on this assumption, this framework was widely used for the sensitized and organic
solar cells and has been extended to the perovskite solar cells.31,32,44–46 In the
following section, we will first check the validity of this assumption based on the
CDC measurement of perovskite solar cells.
A perovskite solar cell with a configuration of ITO-SnO2-PCBA-perovskite-Spiro
OMeTAD-Au was used as the standard sample, which gives a power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of 19.2% with negligible hysteresis behavior. The PCBA was used
here as an interface passivation layer, which can help significantly suppress the
interface defect.51,52 With this passivation, no signature of severe interface recombination (e.g., fast early-stage TPV decay) was observed in our experiment. Thus,
possible charge loss and bending of quasi-Fermi-energy-level splitting at interfaces
are not considered in this work.53 Another sample with a significantly degraded
PCE of 7% was obtained by aging the standard cell for several months in ambient
conditions. Notably, phase segregation of the perovskite absorber, which could
obviously degrade the cell,54 did not appear in our aged sample. Thus, we infer
that the efficiency degradation here mainly arises from the variations of the defect
and charge recombination properties. Figures 2B–2D give bias light-intensitydependent SC current and VOC characterizations of these two cells to further evaluate the degradation mechanism. The a values of the fitted line for aged-SnO2 and
SnO2 devices presented in Figure 2C are 0.79 and 0.99, respectively, indicating
that the aged-SnO2 device exhibits a higher recombination loss under short-circuit
conditions.55 In Figure 2D, the obtained b of the SnO2 device is around 1.6, which is
consistent with previous results.56 For the aged-SnO2 device, the b is higher than
2.0 when the light intensity is lower than 60 mW cm2, suggesting a higher defect
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Figure 3. Evaluating the Tail State of the Cell within the Conventional Framework
(A) Schematic diagram of the V OC -TPC-TPV measurement. An LED with adjustable light intensity is used to produce the steady-state V OC voltage bias.
(B) Differential capacitance C DC as a function of V OC for the aged-SnO 2 and SnO 2 devices.
(C) Total integrated charge density Q as a function of V OC.
(D) Schematic diagram of the designed m-TPC-TPV system. A steady-state voltage source is used to give bias voltage to the cell and a high-pass filter
(HPF) together with a low-pass filter (LPF) is applied to separate the transient electrical signal from the voltage source to avoid shunting.
(E) C DC as a function of applied voltage V app for the cells.
(F) Q in two devices as a function of V app . All the theoretical fittings were made within the conventional tail-state framework.

recombination loss. At higher light intensity, the b decreases to 1.5. This reduction
of b suppresses the increase trend of VOC, which may be caused by an additional
non-radiative recombination loss and insufficient contact selectivity at high light
intensities.57
We first use the conventional tail state scenario and Equation 1 to evaluate the CDC
and thus to compute the stored charge (Q (VOC)) within the cell (especially within the
tail states) under varied VOC by an integration of the CDC, that is:
Z
QðVOC Þ =

VOC

ðCDC  Celectrode ÞdV ;

(Equation 2)

0

where Celectrode is the electrode or geometry capacitance determined from the flat
baseline of CDC at low VOC.
This VOC-TPC-TPV measurement scheme is shown by Figure 3A, where the TPC is
measured with a 50 U sampling resistor and TPV is measured with a 1 MU sampling
resistor. Figures 3B and 3C give the CDC and integrated Q results, which agree well
with the previous scenario with an exponential distribution feature.31 The tail state
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properties of the perovskite was believed to be able to be parameterized by fitting
the distribution of Q as:


qVOC
QðVOC Þ = Qi exp
;
(Equation 3)
mi KB T
where q is the elementary charge, KB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and Qi and mi are the fitting factors which are usually used to reflect
the effective density of states of the tail state.
Clearly, a degraded sample gives a much larger Qi, which was believed to indicate a
much higher tail state density according to the conventional scenario. This interpretation seems reasonable because higher tail-state density can indeed lead to more
severe charge recombination and lower cell efficiency.
In fact, besides the bias light-induced VOC, we can also adjust the electric properties of
the cell by directly applying a paralleled-connected external voltage source. To avoid
the influence of this voltage source on the TPC-TPV detecting, a low-pass filter (LPF) is
used to separate the high-frequency transient signal, as shown in Figure 3D, which
has led to a realization of instrument design of modulated TPC-TPV (m-TPC-TPV), as
we once reported.33 By using CDC (Vapp) z DQ (0 V)/DV (Vapp), where Vapp is the applied
bias voltage, a similar result to that of tail state scenario was obtained, as shown in Figures 3E and 3F. This indicates that VOC plays a similar role to the Vapp in influencing the
cell electronic properties and more importantly that our previous instrument design itself
cannot bring new insight into the characterization of electrical transient and charge loss
mechanism of solar cells if still following the conventional analysis scenario.
To obtain a deep understanding of the conventional scenario and the derived exponential CDC-VOC relationship (Figure 3), we need to accurately measure the DQ (VOC)
to check the validity of Equation 1. By introducing a high-pass filter (HPF) in the VOCTPC-TPV measurement system, we can measure the TPC signal even when the cell
works in the steady-state OC condition, as schematically shown in Figures 4A and
4B. The TPC of the standard and degraded cells at a series of VOC (measurement
scheme in Figure 4B) and Vapp (measurement scheme in Figure 3D) were measured
to obtain the DQ (VOC) and DQ (Vapp), respectively. The obtained DQ (IOC) (measurement scheme in Figure 4A) results are also presented in Figures 4C and 4E for a
direct comparison. No matter the VOC or the Vapp mode, the DQs exhibit an obvious
decrease at a high voltage whereas the DQ (IOC) is almost constant. This means that
the widely used approximation DQ (VOC) z DQ (IOC) is not valid in experiments, at
least for our cells studied here. Further with the TPV peaks (i.e., DV (VOC) and DV
(Vapp)) presented in Figures 4D and 4F, the CDC of the cells is recalculated and shown
in Figure 4G (see Experimental Procedures). It can be seen that the exponential
feature only appears when the above inaccurate approximation is used. Without using this artificial approximation, the CDC is almost constant in the whole voltage region, whatever the measurement mode. In this case, the analysis of tail state distribution through Equation 3 is not valid any more. In addition, no difference in the CDC
was observed for these two cells although they exhibited obviously different carrier
recombination characteristics. Thus, the applicability of the widely used tail state
framework for the cell electrical transient characterization, especially for the perovskite and other junction solar cells, needs be reconsidered.
Carrier Dynamics and Charge Loss Mechanisms behind Electrical Transients
To have a deep insight into the above clarification, two more fundamental questions
about the electrical transient process of a solar cell will be unraveled here, that is, (1)
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Figure 4. Accurate Measurement of the CDC
(A–F) Schematic diagrams of perturbation charge measurement using (A) the conventional V OC-TPC-TPV system or (B) a modified V OC -TPC-TPV system
by introducing an HPF, which can help measure the TPC when the cell works under a steady-state OC condition. Integrated charge DQ (I OC)
(black sphere), DQ (V OC ) (red sphere) and DQ (V app ) (blue sphere) for the SnO 2 and aged-SnO2 device, and comparisons of the TPV peak DV (V OC)
(black sphere) and DV (V app ) (blue sphere) of these two cells (C DQ and D DV of the SnO 2 cell, E DQ and F DV of the aged-SnO 2 cell).
(G) C DC of these two cells computed from different methods (see Experimental Procedures). The conventional method gives an exponential behavior
while a more accurate measurement of the perturbation charge yields a constant C DC across the whole voltage regimen. No difference in the C DC can be
observed between these two cells.

how the charge loss within the cell influences the TPC and TPV, and (2) when and how
the photovoltage is established.
The photo-generated charge (DQtot) can be divided into four parts at the time point
of TPV peak, that is:
DQtot = DQext (Vapp) + DQR (Vapp) + DQTS (Vapp) + DQCB(VB) (Vapp),

(Equation 4)

where DQext is the extracted charge that located at the ETL and HTL-perovskite interfaces, DQR is the charge lost due to bulk recombination, DQTS is the charge that is
located in the tail state, and DQCB/VB is the charge that is still stored in the continuum
conduction and valence band of the light absorber.
It is reasonable to assume that the charge trapping and detrapping velocity of the
tail state is in the similar order of magnitude. Thus, at a certain steady-state condition, the sum of DQext, DQTS, and DQCB(VB) can be estimated from the TPC integration. This sum is intrinsically determined by the charge loss item DQR (Vapp). In the
conventional framework, this charge loss item has rarely been considered. This
neglect may be applicable for the sensitized solar cell, because the charge transfer
from dye (quantum dot) to the charge transporting layers is usually ultrafast;58–61
whereas for the perovskite and other junction solar cells, it should be unreasonable
because this charge transfer process usually costs tens to hundreds of nanoseconds,
in the similar time scale to that of bulk recombination.16
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Figure 5. Simulation of the Charge Transport within the Perovskite Absorber and the Establishing
Process of the Photovoltage
(A) The distributions of photo-generated electron n e (x, t) and hole n h (x, t) within the perovskite
absorber at several time points.
(B) The contour plot of the net charge distribution within the perovskite absorber versus location
and time.
(C) The time-dependent net charge within the perovskite and at the ETL and HTL interfaces. The
inset is a schematic diagram of carrier transport processes within the diffusion model.
(D) A simulation of the photovoltage rise process (black line) and a typical experimental result
(red sphere) obtained from TPV.

We will further demonstrate that the peak photovoltage is established only after the
charge experiencing transfer and bulk recombination processes. The photovoltage
of the cell is simulated using Poisson’s equation,2 that is:
v2 V ðx; tÞ
rðx; tÞ
;
= 
vx 2
e

(Equation 5)

where the time-dependent charge distribution r(x, t) (i.e., q(nh(x, t)-ne(x, t)). nh: hole
density, ne: electron density, x: position, t: time) within the cell is obtained by considering the carrier transport and bulk recombination processes.
Herein, the carrier drift behavior is ignored because the bulk electric field within the
perovskite absorber has been significantly weakened by the ion migration.62 Within
the silicon solar cell, the width of the charge-neutral region (diffusion) is also much
larger than that of the depletion region (drift). Due to the obvious difference in
the carrier mobility between perovskite and the charge transporting layer, the extracted charge is considered locating at the interface with an approximated d distribution with a total charge of DQext.
The electron and hole distributions within the perovskite absorber at several time
points are presented in Figure 5A (see Experimental Procedures). At the initial
time, the electron and hole possess the same distribution, and thus no net charge
exists within the cell. With carrier transport, the electron and hole are separated in
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space due to their different boundary conditions. The resulting net charge distribution within the perovskite absorber is shown in Figure 5B. The time-dependent net
charge within the perovskite and at the ETL and HTL interfaces is further calculated
and presented in Figure 5C. After the charge transport and transfer for 200 ns, all
the net charges are located at the interface and charge loss due to the bulk
recombination can be clearly seen.
According to Equation 5 and Figure 5B, the establishing behavior of the TPV is further
derived by computing the time-dependent potential difference between the ETL and
HTL, that is, DV = |VETLVHTL|. The theoretical result is given in Figure 5D with a solid
line, where the TPV peak appears at 200 ns. At this time point, net charge is no longer
stored within the bulk perovskite, but at the ETL and HTL interfaces, that is, DQCB(VB)
approaches zero and DQext reaches its maximum of (DQtotDQR). For comparison,
the TPV-rising behavior of the cell was also measured and presented. Clearly, the theoretical result agrees well with the experimental result, demonstrating the reasonability
of the above discussions. These results provide unambiguous support for our first
conclusion, that is, the charge loss arising from bulk recombination cannot be ignored
when using the electrical transient characterizations. The decrease of DV (Vapp) or DV
(VOC) at high voltages are mainly caused by the voltage-enhanced bulk recombination,
which cannot be reflected by the CDC feature because the CDC performs more like an
electrode or geometry capacitance. Notably, if the tail state has a great influence on
the charge-carrier dynamics and distribution, the exponential CDC and DQTS features
may be observed again since the charge located in the tail state could also influence
the charge distribution and thus the TPV peak. Honestly, this phenomenon has never
been observed in our silicon and perovskite device experiments. For the sensitized or
organic solar cell, this feature may be observed although it is beyond the discussion
of this work. Nonetheless, it is still an open question whether the transferred perturbation
charge from the light absorber can immediately generate peak photovoltage within
these cells.
Quantification of Charge Loss and Defect Density by Electrical Transients
As the conventional framework is invalid more or less, a new way is urgently needed
to quantify the charge loss and defect properties of the cell by using electrical transients. Here, for clarity, we deliberately separate the above charge-carrier dynamics
into two processes, that is, (1) charge extraction at the perovskite interfaces and (2)
charge collection at ETL and HTL-electrode interface. This dynamic separation is
reasonable because they occur in an obviously distinct position and time scale.
Extraction results from the carrier, transport within the perovskite absorber ( tens
of nanoseconds), whereas collection results from carrier, transport within the ETL
and HTL (hundreds of nanoseconds to several microseconds).16 During the extraction, charge loss occurs through the bulk recombination mechanism; whereas for
the collection, charge losses occur through the backward recombination at the
ETL and HTL-perovskite interfaces. We have previously demonstrated that the
charge collection efficiency (hC) can be derived from the TPC (tC) and TPV decay lifetime (tr), that is,16,33
hC (V) = 1  tC (V)/tr (V).

(Equation 6)

Under a reasonable assumption that the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of a cell at
1 V is approaching the unity, the IQE of the cell at different voltages can be
estimated as
IQE (V) = DQ (V)/DQ (1 V),
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(Equation 7)

where the DQ is obtained from the TPC integration.
The introduction of Equation 7 can significantly improve the measurement accuracy
compared to our previous route where the quantum efficiency was obtained by
comparing the DQ and the perturbation light flux because there is great inaccuracy
in measuring the weak light pulse flux. Gathering the hC and IQE together, we can
evaluate the charge extraction efficiency (hext) as,33
hext (V) = IQE (V)/hC (V).

(Equation 8)

These three quantum efficiencies were used to quantify the charge loss within
the cell and to discriminate the space-related charge loss mechanism. Simply, a
low hext (V) means a high charge recombination or inefficient charge transport
within the light absorber, whereas a low hC (V) implies the interfacial backward
recombination needs to be suppressed. Nonetheless, with the m-TPC-TPV and
these extracted efficiencies, we can only give a simple qualitative description of
the charge loss within the cell. This fact demands us to further investigate device
physics of solar cells to establish a new analysis methodology correlated to the
electrical transients.
Having a closer look at the charge processes within the bulk absorber, the hext can be
theoretically derived by considering the competition between charge transport and
recombination within the absorber, that is:
hext ðV Þ =

DQext
DQext
=
=
DQtot DQext + DQR

1
;
text ðV Þ
1+
t R ðV Þ

(Equation 9)

where text is the effective transport time of carriers within the bulk absorber and tR is
the carrier recombination lifetime.
According to the one-dimensional carrier diffusion model,63 text can be estimated
from the carrier diffusion coefficient (D) and the thickness of the bulk absorber (L), as
t ext =

 2
4 L
:
D p

(Equation 10)

This time parameter is almost independent to the bias voltage as long as the carrier
transport mechanism within the bulk absorber is significantly changed. According to
the semiconductor theory,64 the carrier recombination within the absorber can be
modulated through the bias voltage by changing the carrier density or the density
of defect crossing with the Fermi energy level, which yields an approximate relationship of
qV

AK

tR = t R0 e

BT

=

qV
1

e AKB T ;
svth Nt

(Equation 11)

where s is the charge trapping cross-section that can be estimated by a variety of
experiments, vth is the thermal velocity calculated from the carrier effective mass,
Nt is the defect density, and A is a fitting factor that can be used to reflect the mechanism of bias voltage-dependent carrier recombination.
When A is between 1 and 2, the increase in charge recombination under higher
voltage should arise from the increase in carrier density. When A is larger
than 2, we may need to consider the Fermi energy-level-dependent defect
density.
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Figure 6. Electrical Transients Study of a Commercial Polycrystalline Silicon and Lab-Made CZTS Solar Cells
(A–F) Representative I-V curves of the cells (A and D). The relationship between the TPC integrated charge and the bias voltage (B and E). The bias
voltage-dependent IQE (black sphere), h C (red sphere), and h ext (orange sphere) (C and F). Black lines are the fitting of the h ext curve. Error bars in (B),
(C), (E), and (F), statistical standard deviation of a batch of cells.

Combining Equations 10 and 11 into Equation 9, we can then obtain the theoretical
relationship between hext and voltage, that is:
"
hext = 1 +

 2
#1

4svth Nt L
qV
exp
:
p
AKB T
D

(Equation 12)

In the following, we will use these theoretical results to study the charge loss mechanisms and defect density of the polycrystalline silicon, Cu2ZnSn(S, Se)4 (CZTS) and
perovskite solar cells and to demonstrate the reliability of this new analysis method.
The application of this methodology to a silicon solar cell is presented in Figures 6A–
6C. This commercial silicon solar cell was directly used and gives a PCE of 10.5%
(Figure 6A). The TPC integration (DQ (V)) was firstly obtained at different voltages
(Figure 6B) and then used to derive the IQE (Figure 6C). The IQE exhibits a similar
voltage-dependent behavior to that of the I-V curve. Using both TPC and TPV, the
hC (V) was calculated, which decreased obviously when the voltage was higher
than 0.3 V. Further, the hext was derived from Equation 8. From 0.3 to 0.45 V, the
hext is clearly larger than the hC, which implies that the charge loss in this cell mainly
occurs at the n+-p silicon or the electrode interface. Usually, a surface or interface
passivation by silicon oxides can suppress this interface backward recombination.
According to Equation 12, the hext (V) is fitted by using the previously reported s
and D,65,66 yielding Nt of 4.7531012 cm3. This value is in the similar order of
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Figure 7. Electrical Transients Study of Perovskite Solar Cells
(A) The representative I-V curves of device A and B, which were fabricated with different perovskite deposition conditions.
(B) Voltage-dependent h C and h ext for these two devices.
(C) The relationships between PL intensity and photoexcited carrier density for different perovskite films. The solid lines are numerical fits with the trap
density model.

magnitude to the defect density of polycrystalline silicon material measured by other
methods,67,68 demonstrating the reliability of the electrical transient methodology
proposed here.
For the CZTS solar cell, a different charge loss behavior is found, as presented in Figures 6D–6F. Its hC keeps higher than 90% across the studied voltage range, whereas
its hext drops obviously at voltages higher than 0.2 V. This means that severe charge
loss and low VOC issue that this cell encounters mainly arises from the bulk recombination. These results agree with recent findings that the CZTS absorber possesses
complicated defect properties.69 Since the hext of the CZTS cell can be well
described by our model, we infer that the width of built-in electric field is much
smaller than the absorber thickness and the electric field is too weak to drive effective drift transport. Thus, for improving the CZTS performance, defect and heterojunction engineering is needed. The defect density is further estimated to be
2.131015 cm3, also in a similar order of magnitude to that measured by other
methods.70
This method is further used to study the charge loss of the perovskite solar cell. The
perovskite absorber of device A (P-A) was deposited by a conventional one-step
spin-coating method without any anti-solvent, which usually possesses a higher
defect density and thus exhibits a low PCE of 10.7%. The perovskite absorber of device B (P-B) was deposited by the widely used anti-solvent method, contributing to a
high PCE of 20.4%. For these two cells, SnO2 nanoparticle film was used as the ETL
and the hysteresis was negligible. The short-circuit current density (JSC), VOC and fill
factor (FF) of device A were all much lower than that of device B. The hC (V) and hext
(V) were derived from the m-TPC-TPV to discriminate the charge loss mechanisms,
especially that of device A. As in Figure 7B, these two cells possess a high hC approaching 100% at voltages lower than 0.8 V, which indicates that charge loss
through the backward recombination at the ETL and HTL-perovskite interface in
both devices is negligible at low voltages. This means that shunt contacts between
the ETL and HTL due to the incomplete coverage of the perovskite film that may
appear in the conventional spin coting method does not dominate the charge loss
of the cells here. For device A, its hC begins to decrease obviously from 0.8 V while
hC of device B begins to decrease at 0.9 V. For device B, the hC at high voltages still
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Table 1. Device Performance and Derived Defect Density of the Studied Cells
Cell

JSC (mA cm2)

VOC (V)

FF

PCE (%)

s (cm2)

D (cm2s1)

A

Nt (cm3)

Si

32.8

0.48

0.67

10.5

6.031021(65)

40(66)

1.7

4.831012

–

15

–

ET

17(70)

(73)

PL

CZTS

38.6

0.40

0.59

9.2

3.5310

1.0

1.8

2.1310

PA

19.0

0.84

0.67

10.7

1.031017

0.027

20.1

4.331015

1.831016

PB

23.9

1.11

0.77

20.4

2.331016

0.040

13.0

1.531015

4.531015

need to be further improved to boost its current VOC, which may be determined by
the interface energy level structures and charge recombination. It is suggested that
this is the key mechanism for the charge loss of the currently reported highest efficient perovskite solar cells.
The origin for the device performance difference mainly lies in the hext (V). In the SC
condition, the hext for device A is only 86% while device B exhibits a high hext of
99%. This makes a great contribution to the JSC difference and indicates that charge
loss of device A mainly occurs in the perovskite absorber. Further according to
Equation 12 and the experimentally measured s, D, and L (see Figures S1–S3 and
Experimental Procedures), the defect density of the perovskite absorber in device
A is estimated to be 4.3 3 1015 cm3, which is about three times as high as that
of device B. These values obtained by the electrical transient method (ET) are
approximately two orders of magnitude lower than that measured from thermal
admittance spectroscopy.71,72 This may arise because not all the defects probed
by the capacitance response could make contribution to the bulk charge recombination. Interface defects induced by the ion migration may also influence the accurate measurement of bulk defect. For a more reasonable comparison, we used
excitation-intensity-dependent photoluminescence to estimate the perovskite
defect density (see Experimental Procedures),26 as presented in Figure 7C and
Table 1. The result is in the similar order of magnitude to that obtained by the ET
method.
More interestingly, we find that the fitted A for the perovskite solar cell is much
higher than 2, indicating that the bulk recombination is not sensitive to the bias
voltage. This may arise from two possible reasons, that is, (1) ion migration has
screened the influence of bias voltage on the bulk perovskite74 or (2) the distinctive
defect distribution of the perovskite has influenced the dependence of carrier
recombination lifetime to the bias voltage.75 To check these possibilities, the defect
analysis was further carried out on MAPbBr3-based cell because these two types of
perovskite should possess similar defect distribution properties but significantly
different ion migration behaviors. It is found that the MAPbBr3 cell exhibits a
much smaller A of 5.2 (see Figure S4 and Experimental Procedures). This result
helps us to attribute the large A observed for device A and B to the screening effect
of ion migration.

DISCUSSION
In summary, this work has comprehensively revealed how to exploit electrical transients for a quantitative study of charge loss within photovoltaic devices. A more accurate evaluation of voltage-dependent differential capacitances together with a
clear description of the photovoltage establishing process is put forward to verify
the unreasonability of the previously widely used tail-state framework. Alternatively,
we provide a new way to quantifying charge loss and defect density of solar cells by
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electrical transients. Quantum efficiency of charge transfer at different interfaces
(i.e., hC and hext) can be extracted to reveal the charge loss mechanisms of a solar
cell; moreover, the defect density of the light absorber is also measured from the
hext-voltage behaviors. This new method has been successfully applied to the polycrystalline silicon, CZTS, and perovskite solar cells. More importantly, this methodology is supposed to be applicable to other semiconductor energy devices with
similar structures, such as the CIGS and Sb2Se3 planar junction solar cells. Therefore,
our work provides a more accurate understanding toward dynamic physics processes and charge loss mechanisms of solar cells and other related semiconductor
energy devices with the aid of electrical transient techniques. It makes a great
step forward to exploring the essential properties of solar cells, giving inspirations
for solving the crucial issues and having values for developing other semiconductor
materials and devices.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials
PbI2 (99.9985%) and SnO2 colloidal dispersion (tin (IV) oxide, 15% in H2O colloidal
dispersion) were obtained from Alfa Asear. PbBr2 (99.999%) was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich. Methylammonium bromide (MABr), methylammonium iodide
(MAI), and formamidinium iodide (FAI) were obtained from Xi’an Polymer Light
Technology Corp. N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO),
chlorobenzene, and tert-butylpyridine (TBP, 99.999%) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Spiro-OMeTAD was obtained from Luminescence Technology Corp. (Lumtec).
Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (LiTFSI) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (99.9985%) and tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)-cobalt(III) tris(bis
(trifluorom- ethylsulfonyl)imide) (FK209) was from Dyesol.
Device Fabrication
Laser-patterned ITO glass (sheet resistance = 15 U per square) was pre-cleaned in
an ultrasonic bath using soap water, deionized water, acetone, and ethanol for
30 min each and treated in an ultraviolet–ozone chamber for 15 min. A thin layer
of SnO2 nanoparticles was spin coated onto the pre-cleaned ITO substrate using
a SnO2 colloidal dispersion solution in water (6.18%) at 5,000 rpm for 30 s and annealed at 150 C for 30 min in ambient atmosphere. [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
(PCBA, 0.1 mg/mL) in chlorobenzene was spin coated on the top of SnO2 film.76
The precursor solution for perovskite films was prepared by dissolving PbI2 (1.32
M), PbBr2 (0.12 M), FAI (1.08 M), MAI (0.12 M), and MABr (0.24 M) in DMFDMSO mixed solvent (v:v = 4:1) and stirred overnight at room temperature. The
perovskite film was spin coated by an anti-solvent one-step method in the glove
box. The perovskite precursor solution was spin coated at 1,000 rpm for 10 s
and 5,000 rpm for 30 s, chlorobenzene (120 mL) was poured onto the substrate
at 15 s during the high-speed stage. Then the half-crystallization film was heated
at 150 C in the glove box for 10 min and 100 C in vacuum for 40 min. Then, a
200-nm-thick spiro-OMeTAD layer was deposited by spin coating at 3,500 rpm
for 30 s and then heated for 10 min at 60 C on the top of perovskite films. The
spiro-OMeTAD solution was prepared by dissolving in chlorobenzene (60 mM)
with the additives of Li-TFSI, FK209, and TBP at doping molar ratios of 0.5, 0.03,
and 3.3. Finally, 80-nm-thick Au electrodes were deposited via thermal evaporation
at an atmospheric pressure of 107 Torr (Kurt J. Lesker). The multicrystalline silicon
solar cell was directly purchased from Stark Electronics, China. The CZTS solar cells
were fabricated based on our previous work.77
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Characterization
J-V characteristics were measured under AM 1.5 simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm2)
from Zolix SS150A, which was recorded by a digital source meter (Keithley model
2602). External quantum efficiency (EQE) of the devices was measured with a labmade setup under 0.3–0.9 mW/cm2 monochromic light illumination. The wavelength was from 300 to 850 nm. Light intensity-dependent ISC and VOC curves
were performed by the lab-made instrument mainly using an intensity tunable light
emitting diode (Nanjin Hongzhao, S3000) and an IM6ex electrochemical workstation
(Zahner). Modulated transient photocurrent and photovoltage (m-TPC-TPV) measurements were obtained by a tunable nanosecond laser (Opotek, RADIANT 532
LD) pumped at 532 nm and recorded by a sub-nanosecond resolved digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, MDO3034) with input impedances of 50 U or 1 MU, respectively. A
signal generator (Tektronix, AFG3052C) together with a low-pass filter was applied
to give steady-state bias voltages over the cell. Traditional VOC-TPC-TPV measurements were obtained by a tunable nanosecond laser (Opotek, RADIANT 532 LD)
pumped at 532 nm and recorded by a sub-nanosecond resolved digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix, MDO3034) with input impedances of 50 U or 1 MU, respectively. The
background illumination was provided by an intensity tunable light emitting diode
(Nanjin Hongzhao, S3000). The intensity was first calibrated to the JSC of devices
measured under AM1.5 solar simulator. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
was measured by the PL spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments, FLS900) using a
pulsed diode laser (EPL-445, 20 nJ$cm2/pulse) as the excitation source. The thickness of the perovskite films was measured by the cross-sectional SEM image as well
as a surface profiler (KLA-Tencor). Thermal admittance spectroscopy was performed
using an IM6ex electrochemical workstation (Zahner), in which the scanning frequency was set between 0.1 and 105 Hz, and the amplitude of the sine perturbation
bias was set to 10 mV.
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